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The Beginnings
• The idea of the SLAC Summer Institute was born at a special time and at a 

unique place in the history of particle physics. 
− Why have yet another “summer school” when there were plenty of 

existing schools in beautiful places, like Les Houches, Erice, … ? 
− Why aim the SSI for postdocs?
− Why the mixture of lectures and a topical conference ?

•   To understand why, you need to understand multiple aspects of the 
context of the creation of the SLAC Summer Institute with regard to
both particle physics and SLAC itself.



Particle Physics in the mid-60s    I
•  mid-50s to the mid-60s:  An amazing array of phenomena were found:

new mesons and baryons of different strangeness interacting through strong,
electromagnetic and weak interactions; the violation of P and CP in the weak
interactions; …  Phenomenology and early work on symmetries flourished. 

•  Many despaired of finding a renormalizable theory of strong interactions, 
let alone weak interactions. Much of theoretical particle physics was devoted
to S-matrix theory, the analytic properties of scattering amplitudes, and seeing
if a self-consistent “bootstrap theory” of the strong interactions existed. 

•   But as Arthur Wightman insisted in his QFT course at Princeton: the central 
issue of particle physics was whether we could construct renormalizable,
well-defined QFTs, involving fundamental fields, to describe nature generally.  



Particle Physics in the mid-60s    II
•  1964: Murray Gell-Mann and George Zweig introduced the idea of quarks. 

There were successes in understanding hadron spectroscopy, but two major, 
major problems:  Why aren’t quarks seen in high-energy collisions?   How
can the ground state of three quarks be symmetric and not anti-symmetric?  

•  Quarks were not in the allowed vocabulary in Princeton where I was a grad
student.  People who came and talked about quarks as constituents were
regarded as crazy and/or not true particle physicists and told so.

•   I was at the seminar at the IAS where O. W. Greenberg presented his ideas
on para-statistics (think of para-statistics without real para-particles ~“color” )
to solve the ground state problem.  He was stopped mid-seminar and not
allowed to continue talking about “nonsense.” 



Particle Physics in the mid-60s    III
• Gell-Mann proposed that while quarks might not be observable, they could

be used to abstract a set of commutation relations for the weak vector and
axial-vector currents constructed out of quark fields, forming a local 
SU(3)R x SU(3)L current algebra, which would be valid. 

• For me, the miracle years began with 1965 with the calculation by Steve Adler
(then at Harvard) and by Bill Weisberger (then at SLAC) that turned the
relationship between the commutator of two axial-vector charges being equal 
to a vector charge into a sum rule involving then-measured quantities.  The 
sum rule was satisfied!  For the first time, we had something that was not an
extrapolation, a dogma, … , but fundamental, exact, predictive, and testable 



Feynman’s Calculation After Adler-Weisberger
(From copy to FJG, 1965)



Particle Physics in the mid-60s      IV
• Current algebra sum rules (and other sum rules) quickly became all the rage 

in theoretical particle physics worldwide.  
• By the time of the 1966 International Conference on High Energy Physics in 

Berkeley, there was already a separate parallel session and rapporteur’s talk on 
current algebra.

• This ICHEP was unusual in a different way, in that effectively the summary 
talk was given at the very beginning of the conference, by the person who was 
recognized as the outstanding person to give that talk, 

Murray Gell-Mann



Opening Session of the 1966 ICHEP at Berkeley
Gell-Mann, Goldberger, …, Bjorken, Beg, Ne’eman, Glashow, …

… J. R. Oppenheimer, F. Oppenheimer, Salam, … Drell … Feynman …



SLAC Beginnings    I 
• Meanwhile, back at the Stanford ranch, a two-mile, 20 GeV linear electron 
accelerator, originally called Project M  (for monster), was brought from an 
initial meeting in Panofsky’s living room in1956 to authorization at a cost of 
$114M by the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in 1961.
(Please read the uncertain path to SLAC construction in Pief Remembers )
• Construction started in 1962; first-beam occurred in 1966. 
• SLAC was regarded by many outside of SLAC as a sideline to the main  

route for exploration of the high-energy frontier with proton machines by 
studying two body elastic and inelastic scattering at high energies, hadron 
spectroscopy, … at that time.



SLAC Picture Book 1968
12 SLAC + 2 Physics Faculty

• Out of the 8 experimental group leaders, 4 would win (different) Nobel Prizes in Physics.

• Out of the 1960s and early 1970s postdocs, at least 7 became HEP laboratory directors or 
deputy directors.



SLAC Picture Book 1968
Two More Key People

Louise Addis                                                          Sharon Jensen
SLAC Library                                                Theory Group Secretary 

Vision of a Digital Library                             super-secretary and psychologist
Weekly preprint lists (with Rita Taylor) to               Major contributions to TeX, Macros

the first WWW website outside CERN with Paul Kunz,
and the initial  “WWW killer app” = SPIRES HEP

(description of Tim Berners-Lee) 



SLAC Beginnings    II
Great Discoveries Begin and Quarks Become Real

• 1967    Bjorken presents “quasi-elastic peak” for point constituents in inelastic 
ep scattering at the 1967 ISLPIHE at SLAC

• 1967–1968  The SLAC-MIT Collaboration measures “big” cross-sections;
rather than elastic and inelastic swamped in the bremsstrahlung mud                 

• 1968  ICHEP Vienna   First “test” of scaling a la Bj is shown in parallel session and 
was “flashed” near the end of Panofsky’s plenary talk.  Here is the slide:

• 1968    During the Vienna meeting, Feynman visits his sister and was briefed 
on the SLAC-MIT results and scaling during a stop at SLAC. Feynman’s 
parton model soon became the standard language worldwide.



SLAC Beginnings    III
Great Discoveries Begin and Quarks Become Real

• 1968–1969   SLAC-MIT runs over a much bigger kinematic range; checks 
• 1969 ISLPIHE Liverpool   Scaling, some non-quark theories being ruled out
• 1970 ICHEP Kiev              Measurement of n/p << 1;  Other theories ruled out;

Quark-doubters asymptotically approaching zero 
• Early1970’s  The theorists emerge triumphant:  SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)   

for the strong and electroweak interactions                 
Inelastic e and ν scattering exhibit scaling, spin ½ quarks
Polarized electron-and-target deep inelastic scattering 



Origins of the SSI Idea      I
•  As the Standard Model began to emerge and SLAC became a leading particle 
physics lab, the idea of the SLAC Summer Institute formed in parallel.  
−  While there were multiple strong reasons behind creating the SSI, in the 
background  was an issue from early SLAC history, now long irrelevant.  When 
SLAC was formed, SLAC faculty did not teach undergraduates; by decree, that 
was entirely left to the Stanford Physics Department.  However, also by decree, 
Stanford graduate students could have SLAC faculty advisors.  
SLAC faculty were occasionally invited by the Department to teach special 
topics courses to grad students. Some SLAC faculty were quite happy not having 
to teach; others chaffed at the restrictions, and feeling being less a part of campus 
intellectual life.



Origins of the SSI Idea      II
•  After mulling about this situation for several years, the SLAC faculty decided

to create our own, unique school where we selected the teachers and the
students. Special credit to David Leith, but also to a core of others who
promised to make the effort to give continuing effort both to running the
SSI and to lecture in it.  

• We decided to
−  capitalize on the increasing international stature of SLAC;
−  teach on the biggest possible stage; 
−  teach to a different audience, aiming primarily at postdocs;
−  and, in addition, bring to the participants an understanding of the frontier

of particle physics in a specific area with a three-day topical conference.  



Implementation of the SSI Idea
• Other traditions were added, and unseen benefits occurred naturally:  

−  afternoon discussion sessions with the lecturers, a reception following for all;
−  many SLAC scientists “dropped in” to interact and learned about the 

the science they were creating and also came for the major talks in the 
topical conference from the beginning;

−  The opening reception at the Rodin Garden was added, and the rotation 
of dinners from local restaurants with Mariachi bands, chamber music, ... ; 

− SLAC families came together informally at SSI dinners; 
− speakers and participants were invited to our homes;
− new friendships were made nationally and internationally.    



Implementation of the SSI 
SLAC Summer Institute Pictures (courtesy of Harvey Lynch)



The SLAC Summer Institute Begins
•  1973

Topic:        Deep Inelastic Electroproduction
Directors:  S. Drell and D. Leith
Lecturers:  J. D. Bjorken, Y. Frishman, F. Gilman, M. Perl

•  1974
Topics:      The Strong Interactions
Directors:  R. Blankenbecler and D. Leith
Lecturers:  D. Leith, L. Jones, M. Davier, R. Cashmore, F. Gilman, D. Sivers,

R. Blankenbecler, H. Abarbanel, J.Willemsen



The SLAC Summer Institute 1975
The Standard Model is Born

•  1975
Topic:        Deep Hadronic Structure and the New Particles
Directors:  R. Blankenbecler and D. Leith
Lecturers:  F. Gilman, E. Bloom, J. D. Bjorken, M. Davier, H. Harari, G. Trilling

•  All the fermions in the standard model were postulated and named at the 1975
SSI, except for the tau, which was still called U. The fundamental interactions
had already been discovered and “certified” at ICHEP 1974 in London. 
EW symmetry breaking was usually thought to be outside the standard model,
and unlikely to be a single Higgs boson.  



The SLAC Summer Institute 1975
Martin Perl’s Talk in the Topical Conference on eμ Events

− The possible heavy lepton was at first called U, for unknown; later officially named τ
− No conventional explanation for all events
− Data consistent with e+ e− →  U+ U−,  MU ~ 1.8 GeV, 3-body decay of the U; inconsistent with 2-body



The SLAC Summer Institute 1975
Gail Hanson’s Talk in the Topical Conference 

Polarized Beams + Quark Jets +  Quarks Have Spin 1/2  
−  Spin-flip bremsstralung polarizes the storage ring beams => virtual photon perpendicular to the ring => φ dependence around beam.

−  At 6.2 GeV, γ(ge − 2) resonance depolarizes the beams!  At 7.4 GeV, P ~ 70% from the μ+ μ−   φ dependence. 

−  Jets were seen at the highest SPEAR energies. The angular distributions for jet pairs are like those for muon pairs => quarks have spin 1/2

−  In my talk on the Theory of e+e− Annihilation at ISLPIHE,  I noted that the sphericity of the jets in momentum space at 7.4 GeV were  

~  my-then-sphericity(!) in 3-D.



The SLAC Summer Institute 1975
Haim Harari’s Lectures + ISLPIHE:  6 Leptons and 6 Quarks

3 doublets of leptons including U, νU + cancellation of triangle anomalies 
=> another quark doublet: t (top) and b (bottom)



The SLAC Summer Institute 1976
Celebration of the Discovery of Charmed Particles

• 1976
Topic:   Weak Interactions at High Energy and the Production of New Particles 
Directors:  F. Gilman and D. Leith
Lecturers:  J. D. Bjorken, S. Wojcicki, G. Feldman, J.D. Jackson, D. Hitlin

Shelly Glashow came to give the concluding talk at the topical conference and 
do his victory lap, all the while complaining that the SLAC-LBL group should 
have found charm much earlier.



The SLAC Summer Institute 1976 -1989
•  Starting in 1976, David and I worked together as co-directors of the SLAC Summer Institute for the next

fourteen years.  In addition, I gave lectures in four of those SSIs. In 1980, Gary Feldman joined us and
we were all partners through the 1980s, after which I left to build the Physics Research Division at the 
Super Collider.  I spoke once again in 2005 on the future of HEP. 

G. Feldman, F, Gilman, and D. Leith listening to an afternoon discussion with our colleagues, J. Dorfan and H. Lynch



The SLAC Summer Institute 1976
Dave Jackson – A Tutorial on Charm

•  Dave Jackson and Dave Hitlin gave excellent theory and experimental lectures 
on charm. Jackson presented what became a famous cartoon as his conclusion: 



The SLAC Summer Institute 1984
• 1984

Topic:  The Sixth Quark
Directors:  G. Feldman, F. Gilman, D. Leith
Lecturers:  E. Eichten, C. Damerell, T. Himel, G. Kane, S. Wojcicki, 

T. Ekelof, H. Harari
+  PIEF - FEST with talks by

S. Drell,  R. Wilson, T. D. Lee, F. Press, J. Steinberger, 
B. Richter, J. Weisner



The SLAC Summer Institute 1984
SLAC Beamline Announcement

+ A Softball Game?



SLAC Beamline, July 1984
Annual Theorists vs Experimentalists Softball Game

“The score is a tie within statistical errors”



The SLAC Summer Institute 1984
PIEF-FEST



The SLAC Summer Institute 1986
• 1986

Topic: Probing the Standard Model
Directors:  G. Feldman, F. Gilman, D. Leith
Lecturers:  H. Harari, B. Winstein, R. Field, J. Dorfan, F. Gilman,

R. Schindler, P. Kunz, M. Breidenbach
+ the DRELL-A-BRATION (Sid’s 60th) with talks by

M. Goldberger,  R. Jaffe, and J. D. Bjorken



The SLAC Summer Institute 1986
The DRELL-A-BRATION



The SLAC Summer Institute 1986
Discussions, Meetings, Dinners, …



The SLAC Summer Institute
1973 - 1990 

• The SSI fulfilled the roles envisioned for it from the beginning as a summer 
institute for postdocs from around the world, with a topical conference at the
end, bringing the participants to the frontier of knowledge in a particular area.
Thousands benefitted from attending, building links in the fabric of HEP.

• Beyond that, it provided a recurring venue for all the SLAC science community
to interact, to understand the breakthroughs, and feel a part of them, in analogy
with the talks in Panofsky’s living room in the beginning.

• Beyond our biggest dreams, it helped make SLAC a very special place at a
magical time, as one of the intellectual achievements of the 20th century was 
coming together.



Thanks for Listening
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